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Abstract

This paper addresses a feed-forward optimal control problem for one rigid body to
approach to and align with another arbitrarily rotating rigid body, with an application to the
satellite rendezvous problem. In particular, we focus on the satellite rendezvous strategy of
finding an optimal trajectory, and the required thrust force profiles, which will guide the
chasing spacecraft to approach the tumbling satellite such that the two vehicles will eventu-
ally have no relative rotation and thus a subsequent docking or capture operation can be
safely performed with a normal docking or capture mechanism. Our approach is to model
the system using rigid-body dynamics and apply Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle for the
optimal control. A planar problem is presented as a case study, in which together with
the Maximum Principle, the Lie algebras associated with the system are used to examine the
existence of singular extremals for the time-optimal control problem. Also, optimal trajec-
tories and the corresponding set of control force/torque profiles are numerically generated
for the time/fuel-consumption optimal control problem. 

Introduction

There has been an increasing interest in satellite on-orbit autonomous servicing
in the space industry in the past few years. JAXA has recently completed a tech-
nology demonstration mission ETS-7 [1] and NASA launched an autonomous ren-
dezvous mission through the DART Program, from which it was realized, among
other things, that optimal fuel usage during rendezvous maneuvering is very
important [2]. DARPA is developing more advanced technology demonstration
missions through the Orbital Express Program [3, 4] and SUMO Program [5].
Germany, Canada, and Russia are also jointly developing a robotics-based satel-
lite rescue mission called TECSAS which will be launched likely in four years
from now [6, 7]. In order to perform on-orbit servicing, the servicing spacecraft
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has to first rendezvous and capture the satellite to be serviced in orbit. In a general
“satellite capture problem,” we suppose that there is a target satellite and a chaser
satellite flying in space. The target satellite (target) is moving with spinning or
tumbling motions in an orbit (see Fig. 1), while the task of the chaser satellite
(chaser) is to rendezvous with the target in space in a desired way and finally cap-
ture it. All of the current and past on-orbit servicing missions focus only on the
capture of a cooperative satellite which is supposed to move smoothly in its orbit
without rapid attitude changes. In reality, a malfunctioning satellite may have
spinning or tumbling motions. Such satellites are called “non-cooperative satel-
lites.” It is a tremendously challenging task to capture a non-cooperative satellite.
Very little research on the problem of capturing a tumbling satellite with finite size
has been done. Most of the proposed methods require a manipulator onboard the
chaser satellite (e.g. [8–9]). Even with a very capable manipulator, the chaser still
has to align with the tumbling satellite before any subsequent robotic operations
can proceed. Therefore, a smart rendezvous with the tumbling satellite becomes a
necessary condition for the chaser to successfully capture the target. Sakawa stud-
ied the problem of controlling a single freely flying object moving from one pose
(i.e., both the position and orientation) to another in an optimal manner [10].
Matsumoto, et al. studied fly-by and optimal orbits for maneuvering to a rotating
satellite [11]. Nakasuka and Fujiwara proposed a method for matching angular
velocities between the chaser and target by changing the target’s moments of
inertia [12]. Fitz-Coy and Liu proposed a two-phase navigation solution for ren-
dezvous with a tumbling satellite in 2D space [13]. Although they addressed the
similar rendezvous problem, their solution, as a navigation approach, is purely
kinematic (without considering the effect of inertia and forces). Geller investigated
when a ground-based control of a rendezvous procedure has to be switched to
autonomous control for safety concerns [22]. 

The research reported in this paper uses optimal control techniques to address
the dynamic problem of control of the close-range rendezvous with a tumbling
satellite for capture. To the best of our knowledge such ideas have not been well
explored for the (closed-range) autonomous rendezvous problem. Here the term
“close range” means the servicing spacecraft has completed its orbit transferring
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FIG. 1. A Chaser Satellite Trying to Capture a Tumbling Satellite.



and phasing and it has been in its final approaching stage (e.g., m) [20].
In this stage, the chaser will rendezvous with the target under relative navigation.
With both the chaser and target being modeled as rigid bodies, the contributions
of this paper are: (i) To propose a general strategy on how to find an optimal tra-
jectory which will guide the servicing spacecraft to approach the tumbling satel-
lite such that the two vehicles will have no relative rotations. Thereafter, a
subsequent docking or capture operation can be safely performed with a normal
docking or capture mechanism. (ii) To apply, specifically, Pontryagin’s Maximum
Principle for the optimal control problem. A two-dimensional case study, in-
cluding both theoretical analysis and numerical results, is shown as a demon-
strating example.

In the problem formulation there are no constraints imposed on the target’s
motion. Thus, for example, the target could be arbitrarily tumbling in space. The
goal is to control the motion of the chaser in an optimal manner so that it eventu-
ally flies at a close distance from the target without relative motion between the
two (see Fig. 2). We regard the problem of achieving no-relative-motion ren-
dezvous as an essential and critical stage for a non-cooperative satellite capturing
mission, since with no relative motion the subsequent capturing operation
becomes quite straightforward.

The control problem that we tackle is defined as follows. Supposing that the
kinematics of the tumbling target satellite is perfectly known, design a control law
which will drive the chaser to move towards the target along an optimal trajectory
until there is no relative motion between the two vehicles. In this control problem,
no tracking errors are measured in real-time and fed back into the controller, there-
fore it is a feed-forward control problem. Two optimality criteria are considered:
minimum time and minimum fuel-consumption. In this paper both analytic and
numerical approaches to the optimization problem are presented. 

The organization of the paper is as follows. In the second section we describe
our dynamics and control model in R3, in particular we discuss all the assump-
tions made. In the third section we briefly review the Maximum Principle. In the
fourth section, we focus on a planar example for which we present the equations of
motion, briefly discuss results on the nature of singular extremals for the time-
optimal control problem and finally present numerical simulations of optimal tra-
jectories for the fuel-consumption-optimal control problem using the Sakawa-Shindo
algorithm [10, 16]. 
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FIG. 2. The Chaser Satellite has Captured the Tumbling Satellite.



Dynamics Modeling

Dynamics of the Two Satellites

The satellites are modeled as two rigid bodies and thus the motion of each is
completely characterized by its position, orientation and velocity. Further, the fol-
lowing assumptions will be made:

a) The target’s motion (position, orientation, and velocity) in space are known. 
b)Except for the control thrust of the chaser, no other external forces are considered.
c) The rendezvous occurs over a proximity range.
d)The relative linear velocity between the two satellites has already been made

small in all directions.

Assumption a) is to rule out the discussion of the problem of identifying attitude
motion of the target satellite which is another hot topic currently studied by many
researchers. Assumptions b) through d) simplify the analysis but will not affect the
generality of developing the proposed control methodology. The assumption of
c) and d) limits the problem to the case where the orbits of the two satellites are the
same or very close, so that only a small (relative velocity) is needed for the chaser
to fly around the target satellite. In the final approaching phase, possible external
forces and torques, such as those due to the gravity gradient, Earth magnet, residual
air drag, etc., are all much smaller than the control thrust forces and thus, they are
not included in the formulation. With the above-listed assumptions, it follows that
the linear and spatial angular momenta of the target will remain constant in time.

For achieving rendezvous, only the relative motion between the target and the chaser
matters and this is best described in the target’s body fixed frame. The relative motion
of the chaser with respect to the free-flying target in the target’s body fixed frame is
expressed by a system of first-order ordinary differential equations of the form

(1)

where , in which is the vector of generalized coordinates
representing the relative position and orientation of the chaser with respect to the
target, the dot denotes differentiation with respect to time, and .

Affine Control System

The dynamic system represented by equation (1) has no control inputs. It is now
assumed that control forces and torques are applied to the chaser through thrusters
or other means and that these forces and torques actuate all six degrees of freedom
of the chaser. With the inclusion of these control forces and torques, the system (1)
gets replaced by the following affine control system [21] expressed in the target’s
body fixed frame as

(2)

where is a matrix, is a matrix and is
the vector of control inputs which is assumed to be bounded ( ,

). The initial state of the system is assumed to be .

Control Objective

System (2) will be the basic model for studying the rendezvous problem. For this
system, the objective of rendezvousing is defined as the control objective of achieving

x�0� � x0i � 1, . . . , 6
uimin � ui � uimax

u � R66 � 6L�x�12 � 6G�x� � �0, L�x��T

ẋ � f�x� � G�x�u

f�x� � R12

q � R6x � �q, q̇�T � R12

ẋ � f�x�

�v
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zero relative motion between the target and the chaser and then maintaining such a
state of zero relative motion for the subsequent capturing process. More precisely,
the control objective may be stated as: for some , where 
and ,

(3)

Here, is the rendezvous time and c is the constant position vector of the chaser
in the target’s body-fixed frame signifying zero relative motion between the
two satellites.

To realize this control objective, we divide the problem into two stages. In the
first stage, and we seek a controller which will move the system
from the initial point to the final point in the phase space in an opti-
mal manner subject to the bounded constraints on u. The method of obtaining 
by applying optimal control theory, is discussed in the next section.

Throughout the second stage, , . Therefore, from (2), the con-
troller for the second stage satisfies

(4)

and these equations can be inverted to solve for . Thus, the feed-forward con-
troller for this problem can be obtained as

, and , (5)

The key step in designing this control law is to obtain , which is discussed in
the next section.

Optimal Control

In this section we briefly review Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle [14]. Recall
that the principle provides necessary conditions for a controller to optimize a given
cost functional 

(6)

The control objective is (typically) a point-to-point transfer with minimum cost, i.e.
J has to be minimized for the system evolution from a given initial condition x(0)
to a given final condition . Different cost functions are associated with differ-
ent optimality criteria such as “time optimal,” “fuel-consumption optimal,” etc. In
this section, we discuss time-optimal control for system (2) in which case ,
and J, or equivalently , has to be minimized for the system evolution from a given
initial condition to a given final condition . Achieving ren-
dezvous between the two satellites in the shortest time (i.e. a minimal ) is very
meaningful and appropriate for a docking mission in space. 

The Maximum Principle states that a necessary condition for an optimal con-
troller is that it maximizes the Pontryagin Hamiltonian

(7)

with respect to u, during . In other words, for in this
time interval. Moreover, H should also be a constant during this time interval.

u � u*�H��u � 0t � �0, td�

H�x, �, u� � �Tf�x� � �6
i�1

�Tgi�x�ui � �0 f0

u*�t�

td

x�td� � cx�0� � x0

td

f0 � 1

x�td�

J � �td

0
f0 dt

u*�t�

t � �td, 	�u�t� � u**�t�t � �0, td�u�t� � u*�t�

u�t�
u**�t�

0 � f�c� � G�c�u**�t�

u**�t�
x � ct � �td, 	�

u*�t�,
x � cx � x0

u*�t�t � �0, td�

td

t � �td, 	�x�t� � c,

td 
 0
c1 � R6,c � �c1, 0�T � R12
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In equation (7), is called the adjoint vector, is a negative constant,
corresponds to the ith column vector of the matrix , and corresponds to the
ith component of . The components of the adjoint vector and the state variable
vector x form a canonical Hamiltonian system

, , (8)

where the latter set of equations is called the adjoint equations. The optimal con-
troller is obtained as 

(9)

Substituting this in (8) and solving for x(t) and then gives us, in principle, the
optimal trajectory of the system. Note that theoretically there is no general way to
determine the initial/final conditions for the adjoint equations, and therefore in
applications, numerical techniques, often based on iterative processes of trial and
error, are crucial to solve for . We return to this point in the fourth section.

Define a triple as an extremal if it satisfies the maximum principle.
Though the Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle does not provide the sufficient condi-
tions of optimal controllers, in applications extremals can be considered as reasonable
candidates [19]. The objective now is to find these extremals. It is obvious that in a
time-optimal control problem in which , (7) can be maximized by boundary
values of during provided the corresponding 
term, called the ith switching function, is not identically zero in that time interval.
This leads to the idea of a “bang-bang” control in which the optimal controller is
piecewise constant, i.e. will be either or , during . The corre-
sponding extremal is called a nonsingular extremal. On the other hand if the ith
switching function , is identically zero in the time interval, the
corresponding extremal is called ui -singular. It is totally singular [17] if it is
ui -singular for all . Sontag and Sussmann [15] have provided theorems,
based on the Maximum Principle, for examining the existence of singular extremals.

Example

In this section, a planar example of the rendezvous problem is discussed in which
both theoretical and numerical methods are applied.

We first analyze the optimal control problem by using theoretical approaches,
such as the theorems due to Sontag and Sussmann. Next, we consider numerical
simulation methods since these can provide more direct information, such as gen-
erating actual trajectories. In particular, we choose Sakawa-Shindo’s (SS) algo-
rithm [10, 16], because of its Maximum Principle based nature, simple structure,
and good convergence performance.

Dynamic Model of the Relative Motion Between the Target and Chaser

In the planar example shown in Fig. 3, the mass center of the target O1 is assumed
to be moving along a straight line at a constant speed. A translating reference frame
XY is fixed to point O1. Consider also a body-fixed frame X1Y1, attached to the tar-
get also at O1. The two frames are assumed to be initially coincident. The target
with its body fixed frame X1Y1 is rotating at a constant angular velocity about
the axis through O1 perpendicular to the plane. A body fixed frame X2Y2 is attached
to the chaser at its mass center O2, whose coordinates in the XY frame are (x, y).

�

i � 1, . . . . , 6
�xr, �, u�

� i�t� � ��t�Tgi�x�t��

t � �0, td�uimaxuiminui

�Tgi�x�t � �0, td�u � �u1 , . . . . , u6�
f0 � 1

�x, �, u�
��t�

��t�

u*�t� � u*�x�t�, ��t��

for i � 1, . . . , 12�̇i � 
�H

�xi
ẋi �

�H

��i

�u
uiG�x�

gi�x��0� � R12
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The orientation of the chaser is denoted by , which is defined as the angle between
the X2 and X axes. There are two external forces u1 and u2, respectively in the X2

and Y2 directions, and one external torque u3, in the direction perpendicular to the
plane, working as control inputs to the chaser. The motion of the chaser with re-
spect to the XY frame can then be described as

(10)

where m is the mass of the chaser, IZ is the polar moment of inertia of the chaser
about the point O2, (x, y) are the coordinates of O2 in the XY frame, dot means time
derivative and , , and represent the translational and rotating velocities of the
chaser observed in the XY frame. 

The position vector with respect to the XY frame, , can be expressed in
the X1Y1 frame as by using the orthogonal transformation 

where (11)

in which t represents time. System (10) can then be rewritten in the target’s body-
fixed frame X1Y1 in the form of an affine control system

(12)

where subscript “r” indicates the relative motion of the chaser with respect to the
target, observed from the target’s body-fixed frame X1 –Y1. The state-variable
vector in equation (12) is defined as 

(13)

the f and G are

(14)f�xr� �  

vxr

vyr

�r

�2xr � 2�vy r

�2yr  2�vx r

0

x r � �xr yr �r vxr vyr �r�T

ẋr � f�xr� � G�xr�u

A � 	 cos �t

sin �t

sin �t

cos �t
�xr yr�T � A�x y�T

�xr yr�T
�x y�T

�vyvx

ẋ

ẏ

�̇

v̇x

v̇y

�̇

�  

vx

vy

�

�u1 cos �  u2 sin ���m

�u1 sin � � u2 cos ���m

u3�Iz

�
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and

(15)

and the normalized control input vector u is defined in the following way: if the
physical control input is , then 

. Thus the mass and inertia distribution of the satellite can be
scaled out of (12) but will obviously affect the values of the physical control input.

Note that and . As defined in the third section, the con-
trol objective is to transfer the state variable from its initial state (when )

to a final state 
in minimum time with the control inputs bounded ,

Analysis of the Time-Optimal Control Problem

By Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle applied to the planar example, the Hamil-
tonian needed to be maximized during the whole time interval is

(16)

where and is a negative constant. The corresponding adjoint equations are 

(17)

where 

(18)

We now apply the theorems due to Sontag and Sussmann [15] (Lemma 3.1 and
Corollary 3.2) on the singular nature of extremals in a time-optimal control prob-
lem to system (12) of the planar example. First, from (15) we note that:

1) for ;

where is the Jacobi-Lie bracket for vector fields x, y on the
state space and the gradient operator 

Next, computation of the following Lie brackets gives

�f, g3� � �0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0�.
�f, g2� � �sin �r, cos �r, 0, ��r � 2�� cos �r, ��r � 2�� sin �r, 0� 
�f, g1� � �cos �r, sin �r, 0, ��r � 2�� sin �r, ��r � 2�� cos �r, 0�,

����r�.
�: � ����xr, ���yr, ����r, ���vxr, ���vyr,

�x, y� � x � �y  y � �y

i, j � �1, 2, 3��gi, g j� � 0

a �
1

m
��4�u1 sin �r � u2 cos �r�  �5�u1 cos �r  u2 sin �r��

�̇1

�̇2

�̇3

�̇4

�̇5

�̇6

 �  

�4�
2

�5�
2

a

�1 � 2�5�

�2  2�4�

�3

�0f0 � 1

H�xr, �, u� � �Tf�xr� � �3
i�1

�Tgi�xr�ui � � 0 f0

i � 1 , . . . , 3�.�uimin � ui�t� � uimax

xrf � �xrf yrf �rf 0 0 0�Txr0 � �xr0 yr0 �r0 vxr0 vyr0 �r0�T
t � 0xr

�r � �  ��r � �  �t

�û1�m û 2�m û3�I�T
u � �u1 u2 u3�T �û � �û1 û 2 û3�T

G�xr� � �g1 g2 g3� �  

0

0

0

cos �r

sin �r

0

0

0

0

sin �r

cos �r

0

0

0

0

0

0

1
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Therefore, the determinant 
Det everywhere on the state space and hence

2) are linearly independent everywhere on the
state space.

Thus, by the above mentioned theorems, it is concluded from 1) and 2) that there
is no totally singular extremal. That is, if an extremal is ui, uj -singular for

then it is not uk -singular for and thus uk must be bang-bang.
This result implies that in a time-optimal controller at least one
element changes in a bang-bang manner with time. In the next subsection we will
see the numerical counterpart of this conclusion.

Numerical Simulation and Results Analysis

The SS algorithm [16] was developed for searching for continuous optimal-control
candidates satisfying Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle. In particular, it solves the
fuel consumption optimal control problem with specified initial and final condi-
tions in a fixed time interval. For example, [10] addressed a numerical solution
based on the SS algorithm for the fuel-consumption optimal control of a single
freely flying object moving between points in the configuration space. Note that the
SS algorithm essentially seeks a convergent solution based on an iterative process
of trial and error, starting from a set of initial guesses, including a control input
function u(t), and the final condition of the adjoint equations . The numerical
solution produced by the SS algorithm is therefore an approximation of extremals,
and thus can be considered as an optimal control candidate. To apply the SS algo-
rithm in our case, first choose a fixed initial time t1. For the system (12), in the time
interval , a fuel consumption optimal controller should minimize the cost
functional 

(19)

where the first term, representing the deviation of the computed final state from the
given final state condition, is added here to guarantee that the simulation result sat-
isfies the final state condition, and the second term represents the fuel consumption
during the time interval. Here R is a normalizing parameter for the torque control.
Without loss of generality, R is assumed to be 1 for the following discussion. The
corresponding Hamiltonian is

(20)

Clearly the adjoint equations are still in the form of equation (17). 
With the formulation we can apply the SS algorithm to solve the fuel consump-

tion optimal control problem in the time interval . The numerical simulation
starts with an initial guess of the optimal controller, , and then iteratively finds
an extremal that satisfies the Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle and
the final state condition. The iterations will stop at the ith time if both conditions 

(21)
1

2
  xr

i�t1�  xrf 2 � �1

�xr�t�, ��t�, u�t��
u�t�

�0, t1�

H�xr, �, u� � �Tf�xr� � �3
i�1

�Tgi�xr�ui � � �u1�t� � u2�t� � u3�t��

J�u� �
1

2
� xr�t1�  xrf 2 � ��t1

0
�� u1�t� � u2�t� � u3�t���R� dt

�0, t1�

��tf�

u* � �u1 u2 u3�T
k � i, ji, j � �1, 2, 3�

�g1, g2, g3, �f, g1�, �f, g2�, �f, g3��

�g1, g2, g3, �f, g1�, �f, g2�, �f, g3�� � 1
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and

(22)

are satisfied. In the above conditions, and are given small positive numbers as
thresholds to judge the convergence of the iteration. See [10] and [16] for detailed
procedures of the Sakawa-Shindo algorithm.

In the planar example, the angular velocity of the target is assumed to be
The initial condition is taken as 

and the desired final state is . The normalized control
inputs are assumed to be and All compu-
tational parameters are taken as the same values as in reference [10], in which

and . The Heun method is applied for
solving differential equations (12) and (17). The time interval is divided into
200 segments for numerical integration.

The accompanying plots show results for the value of . The corre-
sponding value of the cost function J in equation (19) is 0.0788. Figure 4 shows the
optimal trajectories starting from and ending at . The chaser’s correspond-
ing optimal moving path in the target’s body fixed frame X1Y1 is shown in Fig. 5.
Figure 6 shows the profiles of the optimal controls u1(t), u2(t), and u3(t). Note that the
control inputs are zero for . The accuracy of the simulation results depends on
the convergence property of the algorithm, the values of those control parameters (in-
cluding the values of thresholds and ), the numerical integration method, and
the number of divisions of the time interval .

It should be remarked that in applying the SS algorithm in the time interval 
to find a corresponding fuel consumption optimal control candidate, the leverage
one has in choosing t1 allows one to optimize, to a certain extent, the time of the
trajectory as well. That is, the algorithm can be iteratively implemented for smaller
values of : once the fuel optimal control candidate for a chosen time intervalt1

�0, t1�
�0, t1�

�2�1

t � 0

xrfxr 0

t1 � 8.14s

�0, t1�
�2 � 0.001�1 � 0.001,� � 0.005,� � 1,

u3 � 1 N�kg � m2�.u1 � u2 � 1 N�kg
xrf � �1 0 0 0 0 0�T

xr0 � �10 10 ��2 1 1 1�T� � 0.1 rad�s.

�2�1

�t1

0
ui�t�  ui1�t�2 dt � � 2
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FIG. 4. Optimal Trajectories.
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FIG. 5. Optimal Trajectory of the Chaser in X1-Y1 Plane.

FIG. 6. Optimal Control Force and Torque Profiles.

is found, the value of t1 can then be decreased and the computing process
repeated until it converges to a minimal value. Indeed for the above plots, the ini-
tial choice for was taken as 12 s, a value obtained through trial and error. Over
repeated runs of the numerical optimization process, was succesively decreased
till a smallest value of was obtained. The plots even exhibit some char-
acteristics of “bang-bang” type of control as we have expected from the theoretical
analysis of the time-optimal control problem. Strictly speaking, this result cannot
be regarded as a candidate of time-optimal control, for it is obtained from a
numerical algorithm for searching fuel consumption optimal control. But it can be
regarded as a reasonable candidate for the combined time and fuel consumption
optimal control problem. 

Finally, as to the computational cost for running the simulations, we compared,
with a fixed , the computational cost of running the SS algorithm for a particular
fuel-optimal control problem with those of several other algorithms presented in
[17]. The SS algorithm proved efficient in the sense that convergence to the final
solution was obtained without a large number of iterations. Moreover, since at each
step the Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle is satisfied, the SS algorithm is based on
a more solid theoretical base than many “direct methods” based on nonlinear pro-
gramming optimization methods (see reference [19]). In our planar example, the
simulation for a fixed case does not cost much computational time though it ist1

t1

t1 � 8.14 s
t1

t1

�0, t1�



not real-time yet. To solve our time-optimal control problem, we need to reduce t1

step by step until it converges to minimum. This is therefore an “iteration of itera-
tion” process and costs more time for computation. However, with a reasonable ini-
tial guess of t1 (such as taking the initial t1 as 12 s in our example), the
computational cost is still not high. A typical case run using Matlab 6.5 on a 1-GHz
Pentium IV PC takes several minutes. The computational efficiency is not our
major focus at this stage because the optimal control problem is used only for feed-
forward control (optimal trajectory planning), which means it may either be peri-
odically updated onboard or computed by a ground station.

Conclusion

In this paper, the optimal rendezvous control for a servicing spacecraft ap-
proaching to and aligning with a tumbling satellite in a close range is formulated
and analyzed. The method is developed based on a rigid-body dynamics model of
the system in the absence of gravitational effects. Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle
is applied to investigate the optimal control candidate that minimizes the cost
function along the trajectory of the chaser as it moves from its initial state to a given
final state. When the control goal is achieved, the chaser is at a fixed distance and
has zero relative motion with respect to the non-cooperative target. The control in-
puts are normalized and thus the analysis results will be applicable to satellites of
different mass and inertia values. A planar example is presented to demonstrate the
proposed optimal control method. The theoretical analysis shows that for time-
optimal control in the example at least one control input must be bang-bang during
the time interval. Numerical simulation results are then performed for the time/
fuel-consumption optimal control with the same example. In the future, we will ex-
tend these techniques and perform computations using a more realistic 3D ren-
dezvous feedback problem with consideration of orbital effects.
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